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She assumed a new identity. Therefore, she must fragment her history between the old and the new; It is her story, after all. A true story also tends to have an experienced narrator, the one who knows more about his story than those they are telling. Offred, while she follows Gilead's rules, is unable to rationally explain her meaning and principles. To
say that she could tell the truth about Gilead is impusable; She does not know that the truth herself, therefore, why her narrative tends to move away from sequential rationality, and why she feels the need to tell listeners that she ... the incredible adventures of â € œ The Hitchhikerâ € you will not believe what happens in â € œthe Hitchhikeraâ € of
Lucille Fletcher, Ronald Adams is running away from their problems, but he continues to make them worse chasing them. This means that the more it runs away from anger this man gets. Another theme I found was that death is coming to claim what is just about it. This means that this mysterious man is trying to recover something that was his.
Fletcher uses handicrafts to develop the theme. The author tells what is happening in the story putting in a diary in his writing to make him more interesting. When the author uses the diary for Adams, he just makes more conflict with the main character. Ronald Adams jumps ... Show more contain ... Adams called the mother and tell him how he
continues to see this mysterious man along the streets. Mrs. Whitney says Ronald Adams is dead from a car accident. This scene is significant because Adams is already dead, but he thinks he is alive and is pursuing death. The author's of the author is thinking fire because she is making Adams go crazy when putting â € œI approach, and closer, and
closer. thriller. At this point in the text, some people can racifingis racifingis arap ossi Hitchhiker can be a ghost and that history occurs in real life. However, many people thought that Adams was in limbo, which means that you are between Heaven and Hell and everything seems to go wrong meaning that you tried to do something that always ends
up being bad. I think Hitchhiker in Grim's reactor is trying to haunt Adams for something he'd done. The last proof is that Lucille Fletcher uses the theme to make his story “The Hitchhiker” more interesting to read. The author likes to use different pieces of the author's craft to make us think and wonder more about what she wrote. After all, Ronald
Adams escaped from his problem and yes he made them worse by following it In the short story, “The Hitchhiker” Lucille Fletcher defines Hitchhiker as a Grim Reaper who will continue following Adam until he takes his fate and accepts his death. When we lose someone close to us it's hard to accept that they really went. We must continue to live in a
false reality where they are alive and everything is still the same. The story lets readers question why hitchhiker was following Adam. Maybe the reason he's still able to drive is so he can travel forever? Maybe Hitchhiker's following him to his death or the grave? While readers just see him as Adam is the only one caught with not accepting his death,
perhaps the reason why he can talk to certain people is because they are going through "The Hitchhiker", by Lucille Fletcher, narrates the unusual events Ronald Adams, the protagonist, experiences, driving along the deserted and densely populated roads of the United States. Adams continually observes an aggressor, who he first saw, having almost
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Sanborn Hour" and became the dial, as they did every Sunday, during the musical section of "Chase and Sanborn Hour" around 8:12. Normally, the listeners turned to the "Chase and Sanborn Hour" when they thought the program's musical section was over. However, this particular night, they were shocked to hear another will be carrying alerts of
notion alerts of an invasion of Martians attacking the earth. Not to hear the introduction of the game and hear the authoritarian and real sound comments and interviews, many believed it was real. In all the United States, the listeners reacted. Thousands of people named stations of robe, controversy and newspapers. Many in the New England area
carried their cars and fled their homes. In other people, people were churches to pray. People improvised on their own. The deaths were also reported, but never confirmed. Many people were historical. They thought the end was close. 7 Tun in a favorite radio program The Golden Age of Rabbi (sometimes referred to as ancient Rabdio) refers to a
period of radio programming in the United States that lasts from growth of the radiodifusion in the inactions of the 1920s to the replacement of the television of Ranio as the main means of domain entertainment in the 1950s. Rabdio was dominant and full of a variety of formats and gan, people regularly attuned to their favorite rod programs. In fact,
according to a survey of 1947, 82 of the 100 Americans were found as robbery listeners. 8 To be heard, not seen. A robber peãtica was written for a broadcaster transmission, which means it was originally intended to be heard, not seen. 9 How to read a radio Poly * Directs, these are written instructions that are not read aloud, but are written for sod‐
Ãur sodÃur sortuo uo ,arbeuq ed ordiv ,setnanolacse suenp ed mos O LUS OD SOTIEFE .sahnil saus rel omoc rebas a rota o The listener to "see" what is happening in the peã. These sounds suggest the action that is happening. 10 How to read a Rabdian reproduction *Dialogetel are the words spoken by the actors. *The dialogue and the directions of
the stage, that listeners can not see the actors, playwrights of Ranio (the person who writes the drama), daniah information about the characters of the diary and the directions of the stage. 11 What does a suspenseful story do? Thriller is a wide gain of literature, movies and television programming that uses suspense, tension and emotion as the main
elements. Thrillers strongly stimulate the spectator's mood, giving them a high anticipation, ultra-failed expectation, uncertainty, surprise, anxiety and/or terror. Thrillers and suspense novels tend to be adrenaline and rapid pace. 12 What does a suspenseful story do? Literary devices, such as pregnancy, red arenques, plot twists and cliffs are used to
extended. A thriller is a plot directed by villains, whereby he or she has obstacles that the protagonist must overcome. 13 What does a suspenseful story do? * The protagonist (s) faces death, whether hers or someone else's. *Antagonism's Force (s) must initially be smarter and/or stronger than the protagonists. *The main plot for the protagonist is a
mission or a character who can not be overthrown. *The main plot focuses on a mix that must be resolved. *The narrative construction of the film is dominated by the protagonist's point of view. *All action and characters must be credibly realistic/natural in their representation on the screen. *The two main themes that support the Thriller's grade are
the desire for justion and the morality of the individuals. *A small but significant aspect of a thriller is the presence of innocence in what is seen as an essentially corrupt world. *The protagonists and antagonists (s) can fight, themselves and each other, not only in a non -fanic, but in a one one too. * By accident or their own curiosity, the characters
are dragged into a conflict or dangerous situation that are not prepared to solve. 14 The writer provides tips that suggest future events in a story. Literary term to observe predicting the writer provides tips that suggest future events in a story. A great story of suspense will use the literary technique of prenunciation to build suspense for the reader.
15 Literary term to observe foreshadowing, this is undoubtedly the most important technique used to write any kind of history of suspense. The prenunciation events allude to them in pieces of dialogue. This gives readers more to anticipate. 16 The struggle in a story between the literary term of reminding conflict the struggle in a story between
opposite forces. The main character, Ronald Adams, experiences the internal conflict of man versus self. Ronald Adams also experiences external conflict of man vs man. 17 Route 66 18 Route 66 was commissioned in 1926. It was fully paved in the late 1930s. It went from Chicago to Los Angeles, creating connections between hundreds of small cities
and providing a truck route to the southwest. Although it is not the first long-distance highway, or the most traveled, Route 66 gained fame beyond almost any other road. The road, which became one of the most famous roads traveling through Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and Arizona before ending in Los Angeles, California,
covering a total of 2,448 miles. 19 “I was in the heart of the great prairies of Texas – I was in the heart of the Great Prairies of Texas. There was no car on the road after the truck passed. I tried to figure out what to do, how to grab me. If I could find a place to rest. 20 Route 66 was used by many during the depression of the 1930s, while people
sought their brighter future goingThe Caliph. 21 Automal Automal Automal Camp Camp from 1940 were assembled along the 66th route for tired travelers take a break from the long-distance driving. Many people merely slept in their cars. Others pulled campers behind the cars or carried tents in the trunks of their cars. 22 ¢ÃÂÂCrossing the
Brooklyn Bridge that morning in the rain, I saw a man leaning against the cables.¢ÃÂÂ 23 Each day, over 100,000 cars cross the Pulaski Skyway, a span of bridges that feed in and out of the Holland Tunnel connecting Manhattan and New Jersey. Traffic-choked, with hair-raising curves, slopes and exits, the Skyway is loved by few, but needed by
many. 24 Phantom Hitchhiker (Voice)CHARACTERS Antagonist Phantom Hitchhiker (Voice) Protagonist Ronald Adams Minor Characters Adams¢ÃÂÂs Mother Orson Welles Mechanic Henry, a sleepy man Woman¢ÃÂÂs Voice (Henry¢ÃÂÂs wife) Mrs. Whitney Hitchhiker Girl Operator Long-distance Operator Albuquerque Operator New York Operator
25 IS SEEING BELIEVING? GET READY TO READHAVE YOU EVER SEEN SOMETHING YOU COULDN¢ÃÂÂT EXPLAIN? Was that a man in the alley or was that only a shadow? What was that bright shape that streaked across the sky? Ronald Adams is driving across the country on Route 66. He is desperate to prove that what he is seeing can be
explained! Get ready to read the suspense drama. The Hitchhiker! Hitchhiker!
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